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With over 35 years in the lighting market, 
John Cullen launch the Odsey switch plate 
range. The luxury plates work with most 
control systems giving you an elegant 
solution working perfectly in high-end 
projects.

The Odsey family consists of two ranges: 
Metallic and Discreet, both of which can 
be custom engraved. Uniquely you can put 
8 inputs on a single Square 85mm x 85mm 
faceplate and up to 4 on a single 85mm x 
42.5mm Architrave faceplate.

The Metallic version features metal plates 
with no visible fixing. An exclusive magnetic 
mounting system allows for easy placement 
and replacement.

The Discreet version of both plate sizes 
features a clear faceplate to blend more 
seamlessly into your wall coverings. This 
range is held to the wall by unique locknuts 
that sit flush to the plate when installed.

Range
         Architrave         Square
 
Buttons         
Toggles

Square         H85mm  W85mm 
Architrave     H85mm  W42.5mm
Metallic              mounts magnetically to backbox
Discreet       flush plates, held by unique locknuts



Metallic — Brass Metallic — Bronze

Finishes

Metallic — Chrome Discreet — Finish

Available Inputs             
Helvar              8 
Lutron              8 
Rako              7

Inputs Required             
Buttons              1 
Toggles              2

Finishes can be mixed and matched 
between faceplates and button/toggles 
for extra variation. Please see below 
table explaining the amount of available 
inputs on each of the 3 intelligence units, 
and number required by the two types  
of switches.





We have developed a unique magnetic 
mounting system, ensuring easy placement 
and replacement, and all without visible 
screws passing through the faceplate. The 
system is rated to withstand forces over 
10N as per British Standards, ensuring no 
accidental removal. A small slot on the rear 
of the faceplate allows removal with a tool  
when required.

The backbox is suitable for use in both solid 
and hollow walls. For solid walls, the rear 
face of the backbox has slot details allowing 
for fixing screws and minor adjustments. For 
hollow walls, fold-out tabs extend out within 
the cavity to compress the wall against the 
front face of the backbox, securing it in 
place. This detail is then concealed within 
the faceplate when installed ensuring a flush 
fit. Back boxes are designed to be installed 
once all surface preparation is complete.
The backbox is installed once all surface 
preparation is complete.

Mounting Systems

The Odsey Switch plate range is  compatible
for use with a wide range of commonly used
control systems. The plates can be used to
control peripherals such as  blinds, extractor 
fans and air conditioning. 
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